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ABSTRACT: A novel and simple synchronous electrochemical
synthesis of poly(xanthurenic acid, Xa), electrochemically
reduced graphene oxide nanocomposite (PXa-ERGNO), via
cyclic voltammetry (CV) was reported, where graphene oxide
(GNO) and Xa monomer were adopted as precursors. The
resulting PXa-ERGNO nanocomposite was characterized by
scanning electron microscopy, Fourier transform infrared spec-
troscopy, CV and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS).
The π−π* interactions between the conjugated GNO layers and
aromatic ring of Xa-enhanced the electropolymerization
efficiency accompanied with an increased electrochemical response of PXa. The rich carboxyl groups of PXa-ERGNO film
were applied to stably immobilize the probe DNA with amino groups at 5′ end via covalent bonding. The captured probe could
sensitively and selectively recognize its target DNA via EIS. The dynamic detection range was from 1.0 × 10−14 mol/L to 1.0 ×
10−8 mol/L with a detection limit of 4.2 × 10−15 mol/L due to the synergistic effect of integrated PXa-ERGNO nanocomposite.
This graphene-based electrochemical platform showed intrinsic advantage, such as simplicity, good stability, and high sensitivity,
which could serve as an ideal platform for the biosensing field.
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Conducting polymers have been widely adopted for
fabricating various electrochemical devices in many fields,

such as sensors, supercapacitors, and electrocatalysts. To extend
the functions and improve the performances of these devices,
researchers frequently integrate conducting polymers with
other functional materials to form composites and inter-
faces.1−3 As a single-atom-thick carbon material with large
surface area and high conductivity,4,5 graphene has been
employed as a matrix to disperse or embed conducting
polymers for fabricating graphene−polymer hybrid electrodes
in the fields of biosensors and electrocatalysts.6−8 Among the
synthetical methods of graphene−polymer hybrids, the electro-
polymerization route, due to its easy controlling the film
property,9 has been adopted. Additionally, it is convenient for
next-step electrochemical applications and research. Typically,
the electropolymerization route is performed normally by a
stepwise process: (1) reduction of drop-casting graphene oxide
(GNO), which was obtained from ultrasonication of graphite
oxide (GO) solution; (2) electropolymerization at previously
obtained reduced graphene oxide (RGNO)-modified electrode
in a solution containing monomer, where RGNO acts as an
ideal platform for designing composite nanomaterials served as
high-performance electrocatalytic or electrochemical devices,
etc.10,11 For example, Mu performed electrocatalytic oxidative
polymerization of o-phenylenediamine on a RGNO modified

glassy carbon electrode (GCE). The obtained poly(o-phenyl-
enediamine) showed expanded electrochemical activity in
comparison with conventional poly(o-phenylenediamine) re-
ported previously.12

It should be noted that a one-step electrochemical method
for constructing conducting polymer and graphene composites
has emerged as a green and fast approach with in situ precise
control. At present, one-step synthesis of graphene-polymer
hybrid film has been popular, where RGNO and the polymer
were synchronously obtained. Feng et al. achieved one-step
electrochemical synthesis of graphene/polyaniline composite
film using GO and aniline monomer as the starting materials,
the aniline monomer can be electropolymerized at anodic
potential; meanwhile, the exfoliated GO precursor can be
electrochemically reduced at cathodic potential.13 The
graphene/polyaniline composite film presented the large
specific area, high conductivity, good biocompatibility, and
fast redox properties. Horseradish peroxidase was entrapped
into the film-modified electrode and applied to detect H2O2.
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In this work, GNO as the starting material was electro-
chemically reduced to ERGNO and the electropolymerization
of xanthurenic acid (PXa) was achieved at anodic potential,
simultaneously. The π−π* interactions between the conjugated
GNO layers and aromatic rings monomer (xanthurenic acid,
Xa) enhanced the electropolymerization efficiency, the film-
forming ability and the water resistance of PXa-ERGNO. The
rich carboxyl groups of PXa-ERGNO film can be adopted to
covalently immobilize the probe ssDNA with the amino groups
at 5′ end. The sensing platform could sensitively recognize its
target DNA via electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS)
using [Fe(CN)6]

3−/4− as a classical indicator (Scheme 1). The
simultaneously obtained PXa-ERGNO will be helpful for
extending the application of graphene-based nanocomposite
in the biosensing and electrochemical capacitors field.

Here, the PXa-ERGNO composite film was synthesized via a
facile one-step method (cyclic voltammetry, CV).13 First, a
homogeneous dispersion of GNO was dropped onto the
surface of GCE and dried ready for electrosynthesis. Then,
according to the initial report,14 the electropolymerization of
Xa was accomplished with CV range between 1.0 V and −0.5 V,
and the electrochemical reduction of GNO via CV with a
potential range from −0.2 V to −1.6 V.15,16 So, various
potential ranges were investigated to study the electrochemical
process of PXa-ERGNO/GCE, which were shown in Figure
1A−C.
Figure 1A showed the electropolymerization of PXa in the

range of 0.65 V to −0.60 V with a starting potential of 0.0 V. A
sharp oxidation peak occurred at about 0.5 V (peak a), which
indicates Xa oxidation, and triggered the electropolymerization
of Xa. Evidence for the formation of the PXa was that a quasi-
reversible redox process (peak b and c) appeared and increased
during subsequent cycles,14 revealing the electroactive film. The
peak currents of b and c increased and reached stable-state at
fifth cycle, illustrating that the PXa-GNO film on the modified
electrode reached saturation.
As shown in Figure 1B, in the range of −0.2 V to −1.7 V,

only the characteristic reduction peak of GNO appeared at
nearly approximate −1.5 V (peak d) and then decreased
obviously in the successive cycles, consistent with our previous
report.17

When potential range was expanded (0.65 V to −1.7 V,
Figure 1C), the characteristic peaks of electropolymerization of
PXa (peaks a, b, and c) and electrochemical reduction of GNO
(peak d) all appeared, showing the electropolymerization of
PXa and the electrochemical reduction of GNO were realized
in one step. It should be noted that characteristic peak currents

of PXa (peaks a, b, and c) were higher compared to those in
Figure 1A. The above results indicated that the electrochemical
behavior of the resulting PXa was obviously affected by the
potential range.
To further investigate the influence of GNO on electro-

chemical synthesis, the comparison of the electropolymeriza-
tion of PXa on the bare GCE and GNO/GCE was displayed in
Figure 1D. It can be seen that the specific oxidation peak (peak
a) and quasi-reversible redox peak (peak b and c) of PXa-
ERGNO/GCE (blue line) were larger than those of PXa/GCE
(red line), which ascribed to existing of the GNO as precursor.
Because of the π−π* interactions between the ERGNO layers
and aromatic rings of Xa, graphene could serve as a strong
adsorbing platform for Xa monomer18 and promote the
electropolymerization of PXa effectively.
Figure 2A showed a typical scanning electron microscopy

(SEM) image of GNO with slight wrinkles.19 After reduction,
ERGNO (Figure 2B) showed a more corrugated and scrolled
structure.20 The resemblance of crumpled silk veil waves is
intrinsic to graphene nanosheets.21 However, PXa-ERGNO
composite film (Figure 2C) illustrated a smoother and broader
surface. The change of morphology demonstrated PXa-
ERGNO composite film was synthesized successfully.
The reduction of GNO can be confirmed by X-ray

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, see the Supporting
Information, Figure S1), which reveals the presence of 93.6%
atomic carbon, 3.94% atomic oxygen, 0.97% atomic nitrogen.
The O/C ratio of ssDNA/PXa-ERGNO (4.2%) is much low.22

The details, please see the Support Information. Those results
indicate the considerable deoxygenation via the electrochemical
reduction and the successful immobilization of DNA. The
immobilization of DNA probes on the composite was also
obviously identified by Fourier Transform infrared spectrosco-
py (FT-IR).23 As shown in Figure 2D, the main peak at 1626
cm−1 can be assigned to the CO stretching vibration of the
amide bonds. It also illustrated bands appeared at 1584 cm−1

due to the combination of N−H bending and C−N stretching
vibration of the amide bonds. From those specific peaks, the
DNA probes were captured on the PXa-ERGNO composite by
amide bond, which was formed between the amine groups at

Scheme 1. Schematic of Synchronous Electrosynthesis of
PXa-ERGNO for DNA EIS Detection

Figure 1. Comparison of CVs of the GNO/GCE in 0.3 mol/L PBS
(pH 5.5) containing 4 × 10−4 mol/L Xa in different potential ranges:
(A) 0.65 to −0.6 V; (B) −0.2 to −1.7 V; (C) 0.65 to −1.7 V. (D) CV
of electrochemical synthesis of PXa/GCE (red line) and PXa-
ERGNO/GCE (blue line).
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the ends of ssDNA and carboxyl groups of PXa with the
activation of EDC/NHS.
The self-redox signals of PXa on the different modified

electrodes were recorded by CV in 0.3 mol/L PBS (pH 7.0)14

and shown in Figure S2A in the Supporting Information. The
redox peak current of PXa-ERGNO/GCE (curve c) showed
highest value as compared with bare GCE (curve a) and PXa/
GCE (curve b), which indicated that the presence of ERGNO

could dramatically enhance the electrochemical activity of PXa,
being consistent with the result of Figure 1D.
The change of electropolymerization cycles could directly

control the electrochemical activity of composite film. As
shown in Figure S2B in the Supporting Information, the self-
redox signal of PXa reached maximum when 5 cycles were
adopted, and then decreased with further increase in cycle.
Therefore, 5 cycles were selected to present the highest
electrochemical signal.
EIS, as a sensitive and reliable tool, has been adopted in

electrochemical biosensors to monitor the change of electrode
interface based on biological and chemical molecule recog-
nition.24,25 Figure 3A displayed the representative Nyquist plots

recorded at different electrodes in 0.1 mol/L NaCl containing
1.0 × 10−3 mol/L [Fe(CN)6]

3−/4−(1:1). Distinct differences in
the electron transfer resistances (Ret, which can be directly
measured as the semicircle diameter of the Nyquist plots) were
observed with the stepwise formation of the modified electrode.
It could be seen that the PXa-ERGNO/GCE (curve a) showed
nearly no arc as an almost straight line. Subsequently, after the
NH2-ssDNA was captured through covalent bonding (curve b),
the Ret value increased, which indicated that the negative charge
of NH2-ssDNA inhibited redox probe [Fe(CN)6]

3−/4−. After
hybridization with target DNA, the resulting dsDNA owns
more negative charge, repels the interfacial electron transfer and
thus leads to an enhanced Ret value (curve c).
Meanwhile, the selectivity of the biosensor was also

investigated. After hybridization with noncomplementary

Figure 2. SEM images of (A) GNO, (B) ERGNO, and (C) PXa-
ERGNO. (D) FT-IR spectrum of the ssDNA/PXa-ERGNO/GCE.

Figure 3. (A) Representative Nyquist diagrams of 1.0 × 10−3 mol/L
[Fe(CN)6]

3−/4− recorded at (a) PXa-ERGNO/GCE, (b) ssDNA/PXa-
ERGNO/GCE, (c) the electrode hybridized with cDNA, (d) the
electrode hybridized with ncDNA, and (e) the electrode hybridized
with single-base mismatched DNA. The inset is model electrical
equivalent circuit to describe the data shown in the inset. (1)
electrolyte resistance, Rs; (2) the lipid bilayer capacitance, Cdl; (3)
charge transfer resistance, Ret; (4) Warburg impedance, Zw. (B)
Representative Nyquist diagrams recorded at the ssDNA/PXa-
ERGNO/GCE (a) and after hybridization with different concen-
trations of the PML/RARA target sequence: (b) 1.0× 10−14 mol/L to
(h) 1.0× 10−8 mol/L.
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sequence DNA (ncDNA, curve d), the change of the Ret value
was negligible compared with curve b, showing that the
hybridization hardly happens. Besides, single-base mismatched
DNA (curve e) could be distinguished via comparing the
change of the Ret value induced by complementary DNA
(cDNA, curve c). The detail data analysis and histogram for
comparison of signal change induced by hybridization with
cDNA, ncDNA, and single-base mismatched DNA please see
the Support Information, Figure S3. Note: Each point is the
mean of three measurements, and the error bars correspond to
the standard deviation. The results demonstrated that this DNA
biosensor could be utilized for DNA selective recognition and
detection.
Figure 3B showed the Nyquist diagrams obtained on the

ssDNA/PXa-ERGNO/GCE and hybridization with different
concentrations of the promyelocytic leukemia and retinoic acid
receptor alpha (PML/RARA) target sequence. The difference
of the Ret value (namely ΔRet) between before and after
hybridization was linear with the negative logarithm of the
PML/RARA fragment concentrations. The dynamic detection
range for the PML/RARA fragment was from 1.0 × 10−14 mol/
L to 1.0 × 10−8 mol/L with the regression equation ΔRet (kΩ)
= 1.1663 lg C + 16.768 and the regression coefficient (γ)
0.9742 (please see the Supporting Information, Figure S4). A
detection limit of this label-free impedance detection assay was
4.2 × 10−15 mol/L using 3σ (where σ was the standard
deviation of the blank solution, n = 11). The comparison of
sensitivity between EIS detection using [Fe(CN)6]

3‑/4‑ and
DPV using methylene blue (MB) and [Fe(CN)6]

3−/4− please
see the Supporting Information, Figures S5−S7.
The performance of the proposed biosensor was compared

with other DNA electrochemical biosensors for PML/RARA
target sequence (see Table S1 in the Supporting Information).
Because of adopting [Fe(CN)6]

3−/4− as signal probe, this DNA
biosensor also had an outstanding detection limit and wide
detection range for the target DNA assay.
The reproducibility of this DNA sensor was investigated by a

parallel measurement method for a low concentration of target
DNA sequence. Six parallel-made DNA sensors were used to
detect a 1.0 × 10−10 mol/L target DNA sequence with a relative
standard deviation (RSD) of 8.2%. The results indicated that
the reproducibility of this DNA biosensor was satisfactory.
The stability of the DNA biosensor was also tested. The

prepared ssDNA/PXa-ERGNO/GCE was incubated in ultra-
pure water, Tris-HCl solution (pH 7.0), and PBS (pH 7.0) at
25 °C for 3 h, respectively. The EIS results showed that the
incubated electrode showed same behavior as compared with
the unincubated electrode. Thus, the prepared DNA biosensor
was suited as a stable detection platform.
In summary, we have electrochemically synthesized an

integrated PXa-ERGNO hybrid in one-step process via a
simple CV method, where GNO as the precursor was
electrochemically reduced to ERGNO at cathodic potential;
meanwhile, the electropolymerization of Xa was achieved at
anodic potential. The electropolymerization efficiency and
accompanied electrochemical activity of PXa was obviously
enhanced due to the π−π* interactions between the conjugated
GNO layers and aromatic rings of Xa. The rich carboxyl groups
of PXa-ERGNO film could be adopted to covalently
immobilize the probe ssDNA through the activation of EDC
and NHS. The resulting sensing platform could sensitively
recognize its target DNA. The dynamic detection range was
from 1.0 × 10−14 mol/L to 1.0 × 10−8 mol/L with a detection

limit of 4.2 × 10−15 mol/L because of the synergistic effect of
integrated PXa-ERGNO nanocomposite.
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